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Although theN-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor plays a
critical role in the central nervous system, many questions
remain regarding the relationship between its structure and
functional properties. In particular, the involvement of ligand-
binding domain closure in determining agonist efficacy, which
has been reported in other glutamate receptor subtypes,
remains unresolved. To address this question, we designed dual
cysteine point mutations spanning the NR1 and NR2 ligand-
binding clefts, aiming to stabilize these domains in closed cleft
conformations. Two mutants, E522C/I691C in NR1 (EI) and
K487C/N687C in NR2 (KN) were found to exhibit significant
glycine- and glutamate-independent activation, respectively,
and co-expression of the two subunits produced a constitutively
active channel. However, both individualmutants could be acti-
vated above constitutive levels in a concentration-dependent
manner, indicating that cleft closure does not completely pre-
vent agonist association. Interestingly, whereas the NR2 KN
disulfide was found to potentiate channel gating and M3 acces-
sibility, NR1 EI exhibited the opposite phenotype, suggesting
that the EI disulfidemay trap theNR1 ligand-binding domain in
a lower efficacy conformation. Furthermore, both mutants
affected agonist sensitivity at the opposing subunit, suggesting
that closed cleft stabilization may contribute to coupling
between the subunits. These results support a correlation
between cleft stability and receptor activation, providing com-
pelling evidence for the Venus flytrap mechanism of glutamate
receptor domain closure.

Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs)2 are key mediators
of excitatory neurotransmission, contributing to both neuronal
development and adult neuroplasticity (1, 2). In particular, the
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor subclass is responsi-
ble for initiating activity-dependent changes in synaptic

strength, proposed to form the molecular basis of learning and
memory (3). Additionally, NMDA receptors have been impli-
cated in the pathogenesis of numerous neurological disorders,
including schizophrenia and Alzheimer disease, as well as neu-
rodegeneration following ischemia or brain injury (4–6).
Despite their enormous therapeutic potential, clinical use of
NMDA receptor antagonists has been limited by significant
neurological side effects. However, D-cycloserine (DCS), a well
tolerated partial agonist, has shown therapeutic promise as a
cognitive enhancer in Alzheimer disease and head trauma
recovery (7, 8). Therefore, the mechanism by which glutamate
receptors distinguish partial agonists from full agonists is of
both scientific and medical interest.
The iGluR family is composed of three subclasses, �-amino-

3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA), kain-
ate, and NMDA receptors, all of which share the samemodular
domain structure. Two discontinuous segments, S1 and S2,
form the ligand binding domain (LBD), whereas the ion chan-
nel portion contains three putative transmembrane segments,
M1, M3, and M4, and a re-entrant loop, M2. NMDA receptors
generally form as tetramers of two NR1 and two NR2 subunits,
which bind glycine and glutamate, respectively (9). At present,
LBD crystal structures have been obtained for each iGluR sub-
class, revealing bilobed clamshell-shaped domains arranged as
back-to-back dimers (10–12).Within each LBD, domain 1 (D1)
is stabilized by cross-subunit interactions, whereas domain 2
(D2) rotates and closes around bound ligand. Extensive studies
with the GluR2 AMPA receptor, in complex with a range of full
and partial agonists, established a correlation between agonist
efficacy and degree of LBD closure, and a similar relationship was
observed in kainate receptors (11, 13). These results led to a struc-
tural model of receptor activation, in which agonist binding pro-
motesLBDclosurebyrotatingD2towardD1, separating the linker
regions and promoting channel opening. According to this
hypothesis, partial agonists produce less domain closure, leading
to decreased linker separation and slowing a subunit-specific pre-
gating conformational change (14).
However, crystal structures obtained for the NR1 subunit in

complex with full and partial agonists adopt a similar degree of
domain closure; thus, it appears that a different structural
mechanism is required to account for partial agonist action at
the NMDA receptor (15). Structural and molecular dynamics
data have implicated the conformation of the hinge region, par-
ticularly the second interdomain � strand, in sensing agonist
efficacy (15, 16). Increased interpocket motion has also been
associated with NR1 site partial agonism, and both glycine and
DCS can reportedly move within the pocket without affecting
domain closure (16). However, it remains unclear whether this
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destabilization is transmitted to the ion channel via increased
cleft opening, permitting faster agonist dissociation, or a more
subtle relay mechanism.
In the NR2 subunit, a recent study has demonstrated that

strengthening the D1-D2 interaction can increase open proba-
bility, kinetically linking domain closure to channel gating (17).
Furthermore, destabilizing the closed cleft state by engineering
steric clashes has been shown to reduce agonist efficacy and
apparent affinity in NR2, GluR2, and GluR6 (18–20). However,
partial agonist crystal structures have not yet been reported for
NR2, so it remains to be determined whether the NR2 LBD
behaves like NR1 or follows the AMPA/kainate receptor para-
digm of partial agonist action.
In the present study, we explored the relationship between

cleft closure and activation in the NMDA receptor by stabiliz-
ing theNR1 andNR2 subunits in closed-cleft conformations via
introduction of cross-cleft disulfide bonds. Both disulfide
bonds induced significant constitutive activation, but although
the NR2 LBD mutant appeared to be stabilized in a nearly full-
agonist conformation, the disulfide-stabilized NR1 LBD dis-
played characteristics more indicative of a partial agonist. Our
results suggest that although cleft closure is an importantmedi-
ator of agonist efficacy, additional mechanisms are required to
achieve full receptor activation, including a potential role for
helix F. Additionally, both disulfide mutants increased agonist
sensitivity at the opposing subunit, suggesting a possible inter-
subunit interaction between the NR1 and NR2 binding clefts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MolecularModeling—Residue selection, mutation, and rota-
mer optimization were performed in the Swiss PDB Viewer
(available on the World Wide Web), which was also used to
detect hydrogen bonds andmeasure interatomic distances. The
resulting molecular graphics were rendered in POV-Ray ver-
sion 3.6.
Site-directed Mutagenesis—Mutations in NR1 were gener-

ated using the megaprimer PCR method, as described previ-
ously (22), and subsequently confirmed by DNA sequencing of
the cloned region. cRNA was prepared from linearized plas-
mids by in vitro transcription (22). Amino acids in both NR1
andNR2 are numbered from the initiatormethionine. TheNR2
subunit used in all experiments is an NR2A construct with a
shortened 5�-untranslated region, previously shown to increase
expression (23).
Oocyte Preparation and Injection—Stage V-VI oocytes were

surgically removed from Xenopus laevis frogs under tricaine
anesthesia, followed by manual defolliculation and treatment
with collagenase type I (Invitrogen) (24). All frog work was car-
ried out in accordance with the National Institutes of Health
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Oocytes
were injected with a 1:1 ratio of NR1 and NR2 cRNA (75 nl of a
10–100 ng/�l solution), transferred to SOS buffer, and incu-
bated at 19 °C. SOS buffer consisted of 100mMNaCl, 2mMKCl,
1.8 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH-adjusted to 7.6
with NaOH, and supplemented with gentamicin (100 �g/ml).
Two-electrode Voltage Clamp Electrophysiology—Functional

expression was assessed 2–6 days after injection using a two-
electrode voltage clamp amplifier (OC-725; Warner Instru-

ment, Hamden, CT). The extracellular recording solution con-
sisted of low barium Ringer’s solution (Lobar; 100 mM NaCl, 5
mM KCl, 0.5 mM BaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10 �M EDTA), pH-
adjusted to 7.35 with Tris base and maintained at room tem-
perature. Barium was used as the divalent cation to minimize
secondary activation of calcium-activated Cl� currents (25).
EDTA was included to chelate trace amounts of the soft metal
divalent cations Cd2� and Zn2�, which have been reported to
contaminate buffer solutions and inhibit the NMDA receptor
by binding to a high affinity site (26, 27). EDTA also removes a
zinc-dependent component of desensitization (28). Maximal
current response was elicited by application of 100 �M glycine
and 100 �M L-glutamate, and agonists were co-applied unless
stated otherwise. Voltage clamp recordings were performed in
a perfusion chamber (Warner Instrument Corp., Hamden CT)
optimized for laminar flow, and solution changes were accom-
plished using a gravity-fed, computer-controlled perfusion sys-
tem, at a flow rate of �15 ml/min (24). Oocytes were impaled
with low resistance glass microelectrodes (0.5–2.0 megaohms)
filledwith 3MKCl andmaintained at a holding potential of�60
mV. Data acquisition and voltage control were performed with
PClamp hardware and software (Axon Instruments, Burl-
ingame, CA).
Measurement of Contaminating Glycine Concentration—The

concentration of glycine in our Lobar solution, both in the pres-
ence and absence of glutamate, was evaluated via liquid chro-
matography-mass spectrometry using an ABI QStar electro-
spray mass spectrometer. The samples were run in positive
mode, using a reverse phase column and 10–95% acetonitrile,
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid gradient. Glycine peaks (m/z � 76)
were not observed in the total ion, total wavelength, or
extracted ion chromatograms at a detection threshold of 1 pM.
Curve Fitting and Statistics—Concentration-response curves

were obtained by fitting data with a modified Hill equation:
R/Rmax � Y0 � (1 � Y0)/(1 � (EC50/A)n), where R is the
response for the given agonist concentration (A), Rmax is the
maximum response, n is the Hill coefficient, EC50 is the con-
centrationmidpoint, and Y0 is the y intercept. Parameters were
optimized by minimizing the residual sum of squares using the
Solver function in Microsoft Excel. Each concentration point
represents 4–8 oocytes, and error bars indicate S.E. All other
data are presented as mean � S.E. from 5–12 oocytes and ana-
lyzed statistically using one-way analysis of variance. For mul-
tiple comparisons, the data were initially subjected to a global
analysis of variance incorporating all factors and measure-
ments, and if this test showed a strong interaction between
mutant and agonist response (p � 0.001), data were subdivided
by agonist for lower order tests. Fischer’s protected least signif-
icant difference test was then applied to compare the effects of
the mutation on each response. Statistical significance is indi-
cated with an asterisk for p � 0.05 (significant) or a double
asterisk for p� 0.01 (highly significant). Time courses of meth-
anethiosulfonate (MTSEA) modification and MK-801 block
were fitted with first order exponential functions using the
Clampfit module in pCLAMP 9.0.
Reagents—All chemicals were purchased from Sigma with

the exception of MTSEA (Toronto Research Chemicals), gly-
cine (EMD Biochemicals), and L-glutamate (Invitrogen). DCK
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stock solutions were initially made in DMSO and diluted to
their final concentrations in Lobar. For those experiments,
DMSO was added to all recording solutions to maintain a
standard concentration.

RESULTS

Previous reports from our laboratory and others have sug-
gested that theM3domain functions as a transduction element,
coupling ligand binding to channel opening, and agonist effi-
cacy has been shown to correlate withM3 accessibility (24). To
further explore the activationmechanism of the NMDA recep-
tor, we set out to investigate the role of cleft closure in sensing
partial agonist efficacy, specifically focusing on how cleft clo-
sure affects the accessibility of M3 and agonist sensitivity of
both subunits. Closed cleft stabilization was achieved by engi-
neering disulfide bonds, a technique commonly used to lock
proteins in a defined conformation, spanning theNR1 andNR2
ligand-binding clefts.
Designing the Disulfide Mutants—Complementary residues

in the NR1 subunit were chosen by comparing the glycine- and
antagonist-bound S1S2 crystal structures and identifying a
cleft-spanning pair that could potentially interact only in the
closed cleft conformation. Following cysteine substitution, the
S-S distance within the Glu522/Ile691 pair (Fig. 1, A and B) was
measured at 10.2 Å in the open cleft state and 3.5Å after glycine
binding, close enough to form a hydrogen bond and potentially
a disulfide with a slight increase in cleft closure. Since an open
cleft crystal structure for theNR2 S1S2 domain has not yet been
published, pairs of NR2 residues were selected from the gluta-
mate-bound structure and compared with full-agonist and
antagonist-boundGluR2 crystal structures (29).One set ofNR2
residues, K487C and N687C, was predicted to form a disulfide
bond in the glutamate-bound NR2 crystal structure (Fig. 1C).
The homologousGluR2 substitutions (A452C and S652C)were
predicted to form a hydrogen bond in the AMPA-bound struc-

ture but moved to 5.66 Å apart in the antagonist-bound struc-
ture, suggesting the possibility of a cleft-closing disulfide inter-
action. The selected residues were then introduced into their
respective subunits, both individually and in pairs, and
expressed in Xenopus oocytes for functional characterization.
Glycine-independent Activation of the NR1 Subunit—To test

for the presence of a cleft-stabilizing interaction, glycine con-
centration-response curves were performed on theNR1 double
mutant and the individual point mutants (Fig. 2A and Table 1).
Both E522C and I691C exhibited an increased sensitivity to
glycine compared with wild type, as evidenced by the left-
shifted curves, but very little glycine-independent current. In
contrast, the E522C/I691C doublemutant (henceforth referred
to as EI) displayed significant glycine-independent current,
�87% activation in the presence of glutamate alone. A left-
shifted concentration-response curve has been previously
reported for the I691C mutant, attributed to the stabilizing
effects of an interlobe hydrogen bond with Glu522 (30), and
replacing Glu522 with the smaller cysteine residue appears to
eliminate potential clashes with the cross-cleft isoleucine.
However, although each single mutation favorably affects cleft
stability, the phenotype of the double mutant is clearly syner-
gistic. Trace amounts of glycine have been reported to contam-
inate buffer solutions (31, 32), resulting in transient glutamate-
only currents, but since NR1 EI also exhibits decreased glycine
sensitivity (Fig. 2A), glycine contamination cannot account for
the substantial glutamate-only current observed in thismutant.
Additionally, our buffer and glutamate-only solutions were
assayed via liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry, which
determined background glycine levels to be below a detection
level of 1 pM.

To examine whether the altered phenotype of the NR1 LBD
had any intersubunit effects, glutamate concentration-re-
sponse curves were also determined for all three mutants (Fig.

FIGURE 1. Design of the disulfide mutants. A, structure of the NR1 ligand-binding domain in its open cleft conformation, bound to competitive antagonist
DCK. Cysteine substitutions at E522 and I691C, depicted in yellow, are separated by a distance of 10.20 Å. The S1 lobe is shown in blue, S2 in pink, and the GT
linker in gray. B, structure of the NR1 ligand-binding domain bound to glycine, representing the closed cleft conformation. Domain closure decreases the
distance between E522C and I691C to 3.5 Å. C, the closed cleft conformation of the NR2A ligand-binding domain, shown bound to glutamate. Cysteine
substitutions were introduced at positions Lys487 and Asn687, as depicted in yellow, and separated by a distance of 3.3 Å. Measurements were made using Swiss
PDB Viewer, based on accession codes 1PBQ, 1PB7, and 2A5S for A–C, respectively.
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2B and Table 1). Both EI and E522C were significantly left-
shifted relative to wild type, suggesting a potential positive cou-
pling between two subunits reported to exhibit negative coop-
erativity (21). The source of the E522Cphenotype is unclear but
may be due to the removal of cross-cleft steric clashes observed
in silico with the glutamate residue. The presence of a func-
tional disulfide bond was tested initially with 1 and 10 mM di-

thiothreitol (data not shown), which had little effect on the
agonist-independent current. A smaller reducing agent, 2-mer-
captoethanol (BME), was successful at reducing the glycine-
only current by 70% (Fig. 2C), thus confirming the presence of a
cleft-stabilizing disulfide bond. The possibility that some cys-
teine residues donot formdisulfide bonds has been reported for
LBD-stabilizing disulfides in the GABA-B receptor (33); how-
ever, treatment with 0.1% H2O2, an oxidizing agent, and full
agonist test pulses had no significant effect on the glycine-in-
dependent response ofNR1EI receptors (data not shown), indi-
cating that unreacted cysteine residues are unlikely to contrib-
ute to the phenotype of this mutant.
Glutamate-independent Activation of theNR2 Subunit—The

same set of experiments was repeated for the NR2 cysteine
mutants, K487C, N687C, and K487C/N687C (KN), to assess
the degree of glutamate-independent activation. One of the
individual cysteine mutants, K487C, exhibited a small leftward
shift of the glutamate concentration-response curve, most
likely due to relief of potential clashes observed between lysine
and the cross-cleft asparagine (Fig. 2D). The NR2 KN mutant,
however, was substantially more sensitive to glutamate, with a
concentration midpoint of 21 nM. Furthermore, KN receptors

FIGURE 2. Agonist-independent activation of NR1 EI and NR2 KN. A, glycine concentration-response curves for NR1 mutants E522C, I691C, and EI in the
presence of 100 �M L-glutamate. Glycine sensitivity was increased in all three mutants, but only the EI double mutant exhibited partial activation in the absence
of glycine (87%, compared with 4% for E522C and 6% for I691C). B, glutamate concentration-response curves for NR1 E522C, I691C, and EI in the presence of
100 �M glycine. Glutamate sensitivity was increased in both E522C and EI (concentration midpoint � 1.11 and 0.58 �M, respectively, compared with 4.00 �M for
wild type) but not I691C. Glutamate-independent current was not significantly different from wild type for any of the mutants. C, BME inhibition of EI
glycine-independent response. The ratio of current elicited by 100 �M glutamate to current elicited by full agonist (100 �M glycine plus 100 �M glutamate) was
compared before and after a 10-s application of 5% BME. BME treatment was sufficient to inhibit EI glutamate-only current by 70 � 3%. D, glutamate
concentration-response curves for NR2 K487C, N687C, and K487C/N687C (KN) in the presence of 100 �M glycine. K487C displayed a small increase in glutamate
sensitivity (midpoint � 2.20 �M), whereas N687C was indistinguishable from wild type (midpoint � 4.00 �M). In contrast, the KN concentration-response curve
was significantly left-shifted, exhibiting a concentration midpoint of 0.02 �M. The KN mutant also displayed a significant degree of activation in the absence of
glutamate (90%, compared with 5% for either single mutant). E, glycine concentration-response curves for NR2 mutants K487C, N687C, and KN in the presence
of 100 �M L-glutamate. K487C and KN displayed slightly increased glycine sensitivity, with the largest increase seen in KN (concentration midpoint � 0.76 �M

compared with 1.16 for WT NR2). None of the mutants exhibited any glycine-independent current. F, BME inhibition of KN glutamate-independent response.
Same as in C, except the ratio of glycine-only current to full agonist current was measured. BME treatment inhibited NR2 KN glycine-only current by 58 � 4%.

TABLE 1
Concentration-response data for NR1 EI and NR2 KN
Shown are values obtained from fitting concentration-response curves for glycine,
glutamate, DCK, and APV with the Hill equation. Y0 represents the glycine- or
glutamate-independent current, nH is the Hill coefficient, and EC50/IC50 is the con-
centration midpoint in �M. Note that the EI glycine and KN glutamate midpoints
are not technically EC50 values, since the receptors are over 50% activated in the
absence of agonist.

Gly Glu DCK APV
Y0 EC50 nH Y0 EC50 nH IC50 nH IC50 nH

�M �M �M �M

WT 0 � 0% 1.16 1.24 7 � 1% 4.00 1.84 41.2 1.94 18.0 1.06
NR1 EI 87 � 4% 3.75 2.35 7 � 2% 0.58 1.64 250 0.38 116 1.60
NR1 E522C 4 � 1% 0.28 0.99 2 � 1% 1.11 1.45
NR1 I691C 8 � 1% 0.34 1.35 2 � 1% 4.64 1.94
NR2 KN 0 � 0% 0.76 1.90 90 � 1% 0.02 0.90 41.5 2.07 8.81 0.54
NR2 K487C 0 � 0% 0.97 2.00 5 � 1% 2.20 0.94
NR2 N687C 0 � 0% 1.20 2.45 5 � 2% 4.92 1.09
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were 90% activated by glycine alone, indicating a significant
glutamate-independent response. Glycine concentration-re-
sponse curveswere also performed, in order to gauge the effects
of the NR2 phenotype on the NR1 subunit (Fig. 2E). K487C and
KN were both slightly left-shifted, with 1.2–1.5-fold decreases
in the concentration midpoint, indicating that eliminating the
steric clashes between Lys487 and Asn687, and thus facilitating
NR2 LBD closure, is the most likely cause of increased glycine
sensitivity. Reducing agents were used to probe the existence of
a cross-cleft disulfide, which was also resistant to 1 and 10 mM
DTT treatment). BME application, however, resulted in a 58%
reduction in glycine-only current, strongly suggesting the pres-
ence of a cleft-stabilizing disulfide interaction (Fig. 2F). Full
agonist test pulses hadno effect on the constitutive activation of

KN receptors; however, a small
degree of potentiation (15%) was
observed following H2O2 treatment
(data not shown). Thus, we cannot
rule out the possibility that unre-
acted cysteine residues contribute
to the phenotype of NR2 KN.
Decreased Sensitivity to Competi-

tive Antagonists—The NR1 EI and
NR2 KN mutants were further
characterized using concentra-
tion-inhibition curves for 5,7-di-
chlorokynurenic acid (DCK), a
competitive glycine-site antagonist,
and 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate
(APV), a competitive glutamate site
antagonist. NR2 KN displayed simi-
lar DCK sensitivity to wild type,
whereas NR1 EI was completely
immune to inhibition (Fig. 3A). NR2
KN was not only insensitive to APV
inhibition; the concentration-re-
sponse curve revealed a 33% poten-
tiation with the competitive antago-
nist (Fig. 3B). Both results are
consistent with stabilization of the
LBDs in a closed cleft state, which
could preclude antagonist access to
the ligand-binding cleft and/or pre-
vent antagonist-induced cleft open-
ing. Interestingly, NR1 EI also
exhibited a 6.5-fold increase in APV
IC50, indicating a decreased sensi-
tivity to glutamate site antagonism
consistent with the observed
increased sensitivity to glutamate.
NR1 EI and NR2 KN Have

Divergent Effects on Channel
Activation—Further experiments
were undertaken to determine the
effect of our LBD disulfide mutants
on the channel gate and theM3 seg-
ment, proposed to couple ligand
binding to channel gating (24). The

rate of inhibition by MK-801, an irreversible NMDA receptor
open channel blocker, has been shown to depend on channel
open probability (Po) andMK-801 binding rate (34). Given that
MK-801 interacts with the channel pore, its binding rate should
be unaffected by mutations within the ligand-binding clefts,
and we therefore assumed that an altered block rate would
reflect a change in Po. Both mutants were treated with 200 nM
MK-801 in the presence of saturating glycine and/or glutamate
(Fig. 4A); the MK-801 concentration was optimized to yield an
inhibition time course of �10 s in wild type, facilitating com-
parison of blocking kinetics. Both disulfide mutants were fully
inhibited by 200 nM MK-801 but displayed significant differ-
ences in block rate (Table 2). The NR1 EI mutant was found to
block �2-fold slower than wild type, indicating an unexpected

FIGURE 3. Decreased antagonist sensitivity in NR1 EI and NR2 KN. A, DCK concentration-inhibition curves
for EI and KN, determined in the presence of 100 �M glycine and 100 �M glutamate. The EI double mutant was
completely insensitive to DCK inhibition, whereas the KN mutant was indistinguishable from wild type (mid-
point � 41.24 �M). B, APV concentration-inhibition curves for EI and KN, also determined in the presence of 100
�M glycine and 100 �M glutamate. The EI curve was right-shifted relative to wild type (concentration mid-
point � 115.96 �M compared with 17.96 �M for WT), whereas the KN mutant was completely insensitive to APV
inhibition. In contrast, APV treatment activated KN receptors above the response elicited by full agonist,
resulting in a 33% potentiation.

FIGURE 4. Effect of EI and KN mutations on MK-801 block rate and MTSEA potentiation. A, representative
whole cell traces illustrating block by 200 nM MK-801, applied in the presence of 20 �M glycine and/or 100 �M

glutamate. MK-801 block rates were fitted with first-order exponential functions using the Clampfit module of
pCLAMP 9.0. For NR1 EI receptors, the time course of MK-801 inhibition was 2.21-fold slower than WT (with
glycine) and 2.82-fold slower (without glycine). NR2 KN receptors, in comparison, were blocked 2.06-fold faster
(with glutamate) and 2.05-fold faster (without glutamate). Each mutant trace is numbered, as indicated, and
application of agonist (Ag) and MK-801 are depicted by black and gray bars, respectively. The gray traces
illustrate block of EI with glutamate only and KN with glycine only. Maximum responses for each trace were
normalized to illustrate kinetic differences. B, representative traces depicting MTSEA potentiation of NR2 KN
and NR2 WT receptors, co-expressed with the NR1-A7C reporter construct. Currents were elicited with 20 �M

glycine and 100 �M glutamate or 20 �M glycine, indicated by the black bar (agonis). Potentiation by 0.5 mM

MTSEA (white bar) was not significantly different between WT (1.61-fold) and KN-containing receptors (1.61-
fold with glutamate, 1.56-fold without glutamate). KN in the absence of glutamate is represented by a gray
trace. In both B and C, maximum current responses were normalized to illustrate differences in degree of
potentiation, and dashed gray lines depict normalized response levels in the presence and absence of full
agonist. C, MTSEA potentiation of NR1 EI and NR1 WT receptors, co-expressed with the NR2-A7C reporter
construct. Currents were elicited with 20 �M glycine and 100 �M glutamate or with 100 �M glutamate (Ag, black
bar), and EI in the absence of glycine is represented by a gray trace. The addition of 0.5 mM MTSEA, depicted
with a white bar, modified and potentiated EI-containing receptors 4.85-fold (with glycine) and 5.25-fold (with-
out glycine), compared with 2.73-fold for WT.
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decrease in open probability. In the absence of glycine, the EI
block rate decreased even further, but the difference between
both agonists and glutamate alone was not statistically signifi-
cant. Thus, closing the glycine-binding domain via an EI disul-
fide bond appears to inhibit channel gating, even in the pres-
ence of full agonist. In contrast, the MK-801 block rate in the
NR2 KNmutant was increased by �2-fold relative to wild type,
in both the presence and absence of glutamate. These results
suggest that the KN disulfide bond has a potentiating effect on
channel gating, such that the response elicited from KN with
glycine alone has a higher Po than the wild type full agonist
response.
This hypothesis was further examined by testing accessibility

of theM3 domain in both of our LBDmutants. NR1 EI andNR2
KN were co-expressed with the complementary subunit con-
taining A7C, a well characterized reporter of M3 accessibility
(24), and subjected to thiol modification with MTSEA. The
NR1 and NR2 reporters are referred to as NR1-A7C and NR2-
A7C, respectively. In the absence of the A7C reporter, treat-
ment with MTSEA or 5,5�-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid),
another thiol-modifying reagent, had no effect on the response
of either disulfide mutant (data not shown), indicating that the
observed MTSEA potentiation results from A7C modification.
NR2-A7C modification proceeded �1.5-fold slower when

co-expressed with NR1 EI than wild type, indicating that EI
causes a decrease in M3 accessibility, and similar results were
obtained in the presence and absence of glycine (Fig. 4B). Fur-
thermore, the degree of potentiation observed in the EI mutant
was 1.78-fold greater than WT in the presence of glycine and
1.92-fold greater with glutamate alone, although the difference
between the full agonist and glutamate-only data was not sta-
tistically significant. Previous studies have proposed that thiol-
modification of A7C-containing receptors leads to maximum
activation, resulting in a Po of�1.0 (35). Based on that assump-
tion, the MTSEA modification results agree with our MK-801
data, confirming an inhibition of channel gating in the NR1 EI
mutant. Relative Po values were determined for each experi-
ment, calculated as ratios of either theMK-801 block rate, after
assigning a wild type Po value of 0.5 (36), or degree of MTSEA
potentiation. Although these calculations are estimates, both
methods yield quantitatively similar values, resulting in a rela-
tive Po of 0.2 (Table 2). In contrast, the time course ofNR1-A7C

modification was essentially identical between NR2 KN and
wild type in the presence of glutamate and only slightly slower
in its absence (Fig. 4C), suggesting that the KN mutant causes
little effect on M3 accessibility. Furthermore, no difference in
degree of potentiationwas observed betweenKN andwild type,
implying that channel gating is unaffected by the KN disulfide.
These results contrast with the MK-801 rate data, which
showed a 2-fold increase in KN block rate. However, previous
studies have reported that the NR1-A7C reporter is less sensi-
tive to glutamate site efficacy than the NR2-A7C reporter is to
glycine-site efficacy (24), indicating that this method may not
be sensitive enough to detect the gating changes observed with
MK-801.
Increased Partial Agonist Efficacy—Since EI and KN exhibit

increased and decreased channel gating, respectively, we fur-
ther characterized the response of our mutants to a selection of
NMDA receptor agonists: three glycine site agonists (HA-966,
DCS, and D-serine) and three glutamate-site agonists (quino-
linic acid, NMDA, and L-aspartate) (Fig. 5A). The EI mutant
displayed similar responses to all three glycine site agonists,
most notably increasing the intrinsic activity of HA-966 from
0.05 to 0.95 (Fig. 5B). Additionally, smaller increases in efficacy
were also observed with all three glutamate-site agonists, but at
least one agonist remained a partial agonist (quinolinic acid,
� � 0.22 inWT,� � 0.34 in EI). Conversely, theKNmutantwas
fully activated by all three glutamate-site agonists, a phenotype
most evident in the increased intrinsic activity of quinolinic
acid from 0.22 to 0.96. KN also displayed increased efficacy in
response to both HA-966 and DCS, although both remained
partial agonists.
To address the issue of whether these agonists bind to the

mutant receptors, the agonist-induced responses were com-
pared statistically with constitutive levels (Fig. 2, A and D). For
the EI mutant, the responses to D-serine and DCS differed sig-
nificantly from the glutamate-only responses (p� 0.01), and for
the KNmutant, QA and L-aspartate elicited significantly larger
responses than glycine alone (p � 0.05). However, the possibil-
ity remains that HA-966 andNMDAdo not bind toNR1 EI and
NR2 KN, respectively, since these responses were not signifi-
cantly different from constitutive levels.
Taken together, these results indicate that both mutants are

capable of sensing partial agonism in the opposing LBD but
respond to same-site partial agonists as full agonists. Since
intrinsic activity is a relativemeasurement, dependent upon the
“full agonist” used for comparison, the values cannot be directly
compared between mutants, since the mutations may have
affected glycine or glutamate efficacy (37). The EI results, com-
bined with the observed decrease in channel gating, suggest
that the NR1 disulfide may be trapped in a suboptimal or lower
efficacy conformation relative towild type. In contrast, theNR2
KN disulfide appears to be stabilized in a higher efficacy or “full
agonist” conformation. Consistent with earlier results, the par-
tial agonist data also indicate increased agonist sensitivity at the
opposing subunit in both disulfide mutants.
Co-expression of NR1 EI and NR2 KN Results in Constitutive

Activation—To study the effect of stabilizing all four LBDs in
their closed cleft conformations, the NR1 EI and NR2 KN
mutants were co-expressed and tested for constitutive activa-

TABLE 2
MTSEA modification and MK-801 block rates
Shown are the rate and degree of potentation by 0.5 mM MTSEA and inhibition by
200 nM MK-801. MTSEA potentiation values for NR1 EI and NR2 KN indicate
modification of the opposing subunit (NR2-A7C and NR1-A7C, respectively). Rel-
ative Po values were estimated from the ratio of MTSEA -fold potentiation or
MK-801 block, based on a reported peak Po of 0.5 (36).

MTSEA MK-801

Potentiation Modified
rate

Relative
Po

Block Block
rate

Relative
Po

-fold s�1 % s�1

WT 96 � 1 0.62 � 0.05 0.50
NR2-A7C 2.73 � 0.31 0.37 � 0.04 0.37
NR1 EI 4.85 � 0.38 0.25 � 0.03 0.21 99 � 1 0.28 � 0.04 0.23
NR1 EI

�Gly
5.25 � 0.40 0.24 � 0.02 0.19 98 � 1 0.22 � 0.01 0.18

NR1-A7C 1.61 � 0.05 0.24 � 0.02 0.62
NR2 KN 1.61 � 0.05 0.27 � 0.03 0.62 97 � 1 1.28 � 0.07 1.03
NR2 KN

�Glu
1.56 � 0.07 0.19 � 0.00 0.64 98 � 1 1.27 � 0.13 1.02
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tion. The resulting EI/KN receptor was found to be activated by
depolarization (�60 mV) in the absence of both glycine and
glutamate (Fig. 6A). EI/KN retained sensitivity to Mg2� inhibi-
tion, which fully blocked agonist-induced wild type currents,
and thus 10 mM MgCl2 was used to provide a base-line current
level in subsequent experiments. Concentration-response
curves were obtained for both glycine and glutamate, revealing
very little glycine dependence (y intercept� 99%) andno visible
glutamate dependence (Fig. 6, B and C). To further examine
channel gating, MK-801 block experiments were performed in
both the presence and absence of agonists (Fig. 7A). In contrast

to the concentration-response results, the observed MK-801
block rate for EI/KN was comparable with the average of the
individual subunit block rates and only slightly faster than wild
type (0.71 s�1 compared with 0.62 s�1 for WT). Additionally,
the EI/KN block rates with no agonist and full agonist were
indistinguishable. As expected from the NR2 KN results, the
co-expressed mutant was insensitive to APV inhibition; how-
ever,�20% inhibitionwas observed in the presence of 100M �M
DCK, suggesting that DCK can still access the cleft in the
absence of competing glycine (Fig. 7B). Both sets of results were
significantly different from wild type in the presence of full
agonist (Fig. 3).
Finally, we evaluated the sensitivity of the co-expressed

mutant and both mutant subunits to proton inhibition (Fig.
7C). Although the structural determinants of pH sensitivity
have not yet been definitively localized in the NMDA receptor,
studies have implicated the TM-LBD linker regions of both
NR1 and NR2 (38), raising the question of whether closed cleft
stabilization of the LBDs would affect sensitivity to proton
block. Although both mutants displayed a decreased Hill coef-
ficient, the concentrationmidpoints were found to be relatively
unaffected in all three mutant combinations, consistent with
previous findings that inhibition proceeds identically in both
the presence and absence of agonist (39). Thus, the proton sen-
sor appears to function independently of agonist binding and
cleft closure at both subunits.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies have reported profound effects of LBD
destabilization on apparent affinity and agonist efficacy in
iGluRs, and recent work in the NR2 subunit showed that the
strength of a D1-D2 interaction correlates with gating effi-
ciency (17, 18, 20). In the present study, we engineered novel
cleft-spanning disulfide bonds to stabilize the closed cleft con-
formations of the NR1 and NR2 LBDs, leading to several nota-
ble observations regarding the role of LBD stabilization in the
activation pathway. Cleft closure appears to be an important
mediator of efficacy in both NR1 and NR2, stabilizing the
mutant LBDs in partial and full agonist conformations,
respectively. Both disulfide-stabilized subunits can be acti-
vated above constitutive levels, suggesting that cleft stabili-
zation does not necessarily prevent association or dissocia-
tion of agonist. Finally, both disulfide mutants affected
agonist sensitivity at the opposing subunit, suggesting a
potential intersubunit interaction.
Intersubunit Coupling and the LBD Dimer Interface—Al-

tered cross-subunit phenotypes were observed in the NR1 EI
concentration-response curves, the partial agonist results, and
the co-expressed EI/KN receptors, which exhibited higher con-
stitutive activity than would be expected based on the individ-
ual subunits. Since glycine and glutamate-binding have been
reported to exhibit negative cooperativity, the source of the
observed phenotype was of particular interest (21); thus, we
examined our disulfide mutations in the context of the NR1-
NR2A LBD crystal structure (10). As depicted in Fig. 8A, the EI
cross-cleft interaction connects helix D (Glu522) and helix F
(Ile691) of the NR1 LBD, both of which are predicted to interact
with helix J of the NR2 LBD. Several hydrogen bonds and

FIGURE 5. Altered relative efficacy of NR1 and NR2 site partial agonists.
A, representative whole cell traces illustrating the response of NR1 EI and NR2
KN to three NR1 agonists (HA-966, DCS, and D-serine) and three NR2 agonists
(quinolinic acid, NMDA, and L-aspartate). Agonist concentrations were as fol-
lows: 500 �M HA-966 (HA), 1 mM DCS, 100 �M D-serine (DS), 10 mM quinolinic
acid (QA), 1 mM NMDA, and 100 �M L-aspartate (ASP). Each agonist was co-
applied with a 100 �M concentration of the appropriate co-agonist. Maximal
current responses are normalized to facilitate comparison. B, bar graph illus-
trating the changes in intrinsic activity for each mutant, relative to glutamate.
NR1 EI can distinguish partial agonism at the glutamate site but not the gly-
cine site, whereas NR2 displays the opposite phenotype. Increased responses
were seen with all partial agonists at both mutants. Statistical significance
was determined for each mutant relative to wild type. * and **, p � 0.05 and
p � 0.01, respectively. Normalized current responses for NR1 EI were as fol-
lows, expressed as mean � S.E.: HA-966 � 0.95 � 0.02 (n � 6), DCS � 1.01 �
0.03 (n � 6), D-serine � 1.08 � 0.03 (n � 6), quinolinic acid � 0.34 � 0.01 (n �
6), NMDA � 0.99 � 0.03 (n � 6), L-aspartate � 0.93 � 0.02 (n � 6). Normalized
current responses for NR2 KN were as follows: HA-966 � 0.30 � 0.02 (n � 15),
DCS � 0.94 � 0.04 (n � 13), D-serine � 0.96 � 0.04 (n � 12), quinolinic acid �
0.96 � 0.04 (n � 12), NMDA � 0.95 � 0.02 (n � 8), L-aspartate � 0.98 � 0.02
(n � 7).
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potential hydrophobic interactions on the helixD sidewould be
expected to stabilize the dimer interface, and two additional
interactions are observed on the helix F side of the cleft. Helix F
comprises part of D2, shown to be the more mobile of the two
ligand-binding lobes and proposed to physically couple LBD
closure to the linker regions (10, 40). Based on this structural

model, NR1 cleft closure could permit increased interaction
between NR1 helix D and NR2 helix J, stabilizing the interface
and slowing deactivation. Furthermore, previous studies have
suggested that cyclothiazide-induced stabilization of the
homomeric GluR2 interface also stabilizes cleft closure, con-
sistent with this hypothesis (20).

In contrast, the ligand-binding
cleft of the NR2 KNmutant appears
to only interact with NR1 via one
side of its disulfide bond (Fig. 8B),
providing a structural basis for the
observation that NR2 KN does not
affect glycine sensitivity as strongly
as NR1 EI alters glutamate sensitiv-
ity. It remains to be determined if
this phenomenon is broadly appli-
cable to NMDA receptors, since
these mutants are likely to contain
structural perturbations not found
in wild type. However, our results
are consistent with previous reports
suggesting that NR1 is more sensi-
tive to changes at theNR2 LBD than
vice versa (24). Although specula-
tive, these structural observations
implicate the heteromeric interface
in coupling agonist binding at
opposing LBDs, a hypothesis sup-
ported by recent data identifying
intersubunit interactions as the
source of differences in glycine
potency between NR2 subtypes
(41).
The previously reported negative

cooperativity has been described as
a reduction in agonist affinity upon
co-agonist binding, mediated by
residues Glu427 in NR2A and Lys544

FIGURE 6. Co-expression of NR1 EI and NR2 KN yields a constitutively active channel. A, representative
whole-cell trace illustrating the response of EI/KN to Mg2� block, showing activation of EI/KN by depolarization
alone (�60 mV) in the absence of glycine or glutamate. Treatment with 10 mM MgCl2, depicted with a gray bar,
inhibits the constitutive response. B, whole cell trace showing WT receptors activated by 100 �M glycine and
100 �M glutamate (black bar) and subsequently blocked with 10 mM MgCl2 (gray bar), indicating that Mg2�

completely blocks WT receptors back to base-line levels. Therefore, Mg2� block was used at the end of each
experiment in C and D to provide a base-line current level. C, concentration-response curve for glycine in the
presence of 100 �M glutamate, showing very little glycine-dependent activation. A linear fit to the data points
yielded a Y0 of 0.99. D, concentration-response curve for glutamate in the presence of 100 �M glycine, showing
no visible glutamate-dependent activation. The Y0 value obtained from a linear fit was 1.00.

FIGURE 7. Inhibition of EI/KN receptors. A, representative trace illustrating block by 200 nM MK-801, performed as in Fig. 4A. The average rate of block (in s�1)
for EI/KN receptors was 0.71 � 0.05 in the presence of 20 �M glycine and 100 �M glutamate and 0.70 � 0.06 in the absence of agonist, compared with 0.62 �
0.05 for WT (see Table 2). Thus, these receptors are blocked only slightly faster than WT and very close to the average of the individual EI and KN mutants. B, bar
graph showing inhibition by APV and DCK in the absence of agonist. 100 �M APV alone does not block, whereas 100 �M DCK reduces current by 19% � 2%.
Co-application of 100 �M APV and 100 �M DCK increases the degree of block to 26 � 3%. The inhibition percentage differs significantly from 0 in all three cases,
based on 99% confidence intervals (**). 10 mM Mg2� block was used at the end of each experiment in B and C to provide a base-line current level. C, proton
concentration-inhibition curves for EI/KN and both individual disulfide mutants. The concentration midpoint is relatively unaffected (7.09 for EI/KN, 7.11 for EI,
and 7.01 for KN, compared with 6.97 for WT), but all three mutations exhibit a decreased Hill slope. Fitted nH values were as follows: WT � 3.15, EI/KN � 1.95,
EI � 1.69, KN � 1.68.
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in NR1 (10, 21, 42). However, examination of the crystal struc-
ture revealed that these residues are located on the opposite
side of the LBD relative to each disulfide linker, and neither
residue appears to form or be located near any intersubunit
contacts. Thus, these residues may be involved in intrasubunit
or interdimer interactions but are unlikely to account for the
phenotype observed in our mutants. One possibility is that the
NR1 and NR2 LBDs exhibit both positive and negative cooper-
ativity, mediated by separate structural elements. Interestingly,
positive cooperativity has also been observed in the C744A/
C798A NR1 mutant, which removes an endogenous disulfide
linkage and is proposed to facilitate domain closure by increas-
ing helix K flexibility (43).
Cleft Closure and Partial Agonism in the NMDA Receptor—

The lack of correlation between agonist efficacy and degree of
cleft closure in the NR1 subunit, contrary to results obtained
with GluR2 andGluR6, suggests that the NMDA receptor has a
distinct structural mechanism for sensing agonist efficacy. One
possibility is that stabilization of the closed cleft state, not sim-
ply rotation of D2 relative to D1, is the chief determinant of
efficacy. This hypothesis finds support in many molecular
dynamics studies, which report higher relative domain mobil-
ity, decreased hinge stability, and increased agonist flexibility
with partial agonists (14, 16). Numerous structure/function
studies have documented the effects of destabilizing cross-cleft
interactions in NR2, GluR2, and GluR6, which include
increased deactivation rates as well as lower apparent affinity

and efficacy (18–20). Increasing the
strength of D1-D2 interactions or
eliminating agonist-cleft clashes has
also been reported to increase
apparent affinity, slow deactivation,
and increase partial agonist efficacy
(17, 44). The experiments shown
here provide further support for the
role of D1-D2 stabilization in NR2
and extend these results to the NR1
subunit. In fact, the NR2 K487C-
N687Cdisulfide bondwe describe is
very close to the Lys484-Asn687
endogenous interaction reported by
Maier et al. (17), indicating that
Asn687 is capable of numerous
cross-cleft interactions and suggest-
ing that perhaps the exact position-
ing of these interactions may be less
important than the presence of a
stabilizing interaction.
Interestingly, the crystal struc-

ture data accompanying several
cleft stabilization studies do not
always follow the LBD closure-ago-
nist efficacy correlation; for exam-
ple, the GluR2 L650T mutation
increases efficacy and degree of
domain closure in complex with
kainate, but the AMPA-bound
structure includes both a partially

closed and a fully closed conformation (44). Additionally, intro-
duction of a cleft-stabilizing GluR6 D1D2 interaction into
GluR2 dramatically slowed deactivation and increased gluta-
mate sensitivity but had no effect on cleft closure, although
GluR6 is almost 6° more closed than GluR2 in the full agonist
state (18). Molecular dynamics simulations have also observed
ligandmovement within theNR1 binding pocket without alter-
ing the degree of domain closure (16). It has been suggested that
both incomplete and unstable cleft closure have similar effects
on single channel gating (20), raising the possibility that the
degree of cleft closure may simply be a manifestation of closed
cleft stability. Indeed, the discrepancies observed in several
GluR2 crystal structure studies raise the possibility that this
principle applies toAMPAreceptors aswell, suggesting that the
mechanism of partial agonism may be conserved across gluta-
mate receptor subtypes.
Although we cannot make assumptions about the degree of

cleft closure in our LBD mutants, and their disulfide-stabilized
structures may not mimic wild type conformational states, the
constraint imposed by cross-cleft tethers should prevent the
domain reopening observed in GluR2 L650T and facilitate for-
mation of endogenous cross-cleft interactions. Thus, we can
conclude that LBD stabilization is an important determinant of
agonist efficacy in both NR1 and NR2 and that agonist-medi-
ated stabilizing interactions appear to be necessary for full
receptor activation, as demonstrated by the ability of both
mutants to be activated above constitutive levels.

FIGURE 8. Predicted interface interactions in the NR1 EI and NR2 KN heterodimer. A, interactions between
the EI disulfide region and the NR2 subunit, based on the agonist-bound crystal structure of the NR1-NR2A
heterodimer (accession number 2A5T). The NR1 and NR2 subunits are shown in dark red and dark blue, respec-
tively, with NR1 helix F and two C-terminal residues highlighted in pink, helix D and the beginning of sheet 9 in
yellow, and NR2 helix J in blue. Glycine and glutamate are shown as gray space-filling molecules. The EI disulfide
spans the cleft between helix F and helix D of NR1, both of which are predicted to interact with helix J of the NR2
subunit. Residues shown at the interface are predicted to participate in hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen
bonding (dashed lines) with the opposing subunit. Arg523, which is located immediately adjacent to E522C,
forms an essential hydrogen bond with the �-carboxyl group of glycine. B, interactions between the KN disul-
fide regions and the NR1 subunit. The NR2 helix F is highlighted in light blue, and NR1 helix J is highlighted in
pink. The KN disulfide spans the cleft between helix F and sheet 6, but only helix F appears to participate in
intersubunit interactions. Residues predicted to interact with the NR1 subunit are shown at the interface
between NR2 helix F and the C-terminal region of NR1 helix J. Notably fewer interactions are seen than in the
EI disulfide dimer.
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Agonist Dissociation from NMDA Receptors—It has been
proposed that agonist dissociation from iGluRs only occurs
from the open cleft state (20). Support for this observation
can be found in muscle nicotinic receptors, which exhibit a
2,500-fold decrease in acetylcholine dissociation rate upon
channel opening (45). However, both mutants described
here exhibit concentration-dependent activation above their
agonist-independent responses, implying that agonist can
access and further stabilize the disulfide-bonded LBDs.
Disulfide formation may stabilize the cleft in a fully or par-
tially closed conformation; our data do not distinguish
between these possibilities. However, assuming that the
disulfide bond prevents full LBD reopening, these results
suggest that D1 and/or D2 are sufficiently flexible to permit
ligand association and dissociation without reverting to a
fully open conformation. The possibility of unreacted cys-
teine residues cannot be discounted and may contribute to
the phenotype of these receptors; however, the insensitivity
of both mutants to competitive antagonism suggests that
unlinked LBDs do not comprise a significant portion of the
receptor population. Interestingly, NMR molecular relax-
ation studies in GluR2 suggested that movement of helix F
could potentially permit agonist dissociation without cleft
reopening, and this helix has also been implicated in cou-
pling agonist efficacy to receptor activation in NR2A (14,
46). Half of each disulfide mutant pair resides within helix F
(NR1 I691C and NR2 N687C), so a prominent role for this
region in sensing efficacy and allowing agonist dissociation
would be consistent with our experimental results.
Given the wide range of physiological and pathological

roles attributed to NMDA receptors, understanding the
mechanism of partial agonism holds tremendous potential
for structure-based drug design. In addition to promising
clinical results with DCS, the recent report of subtype-spe-
cific NMDA receptor partial agonists opens the possibility of
individually targeting NR2 subtypes, which exhibit both
regional and developmental variations in expression (47).
The structure/function results reported here and elsewhere
emphasize that cleft stability and intersubunit interactions
are key structural determinants of agonist efficacy and there-
fore should be considered in the design of glutamate recep-
tor-specific therapeutic agents.
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